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Editorial
By Mark Perman

Welcome to the second edition of 10, 9, 8 for 2000. In line with the
UKRA Council’s policy of continuous improvement (It has been
suggested that this should be “ability to cause chaos”) you will
notice that we have again altered the format of the Newsletter. The
primary reason for this is a further attempt to reduce costs both
production and postage. As you will have noticed all members will
receive there copies in the post

This years National Science Week was certainly the best so far and from the point of
view of all of us involved in hobby/amateur rocketry it proved to be very successful.
In terms of coverage we had
• The Rockets and Things Mid power egg lofting on BBC2.
• UKRA’s Altitude competition on BBC1’s Tomorrows World and in the Telegraph

Newspaper.
• On the BBC Midlands TV news programme, BAE SYSTEMS received coverage

of a series of rocket workshops which were held for school children, in the
Kidderminster area! It is hoped to run a brief article on this event in a future
edition.

The national coverage of the rocketry events generated an increased level of interest
in the hobby from the public as evidenced by visits to the UKRA website. After this
years trial of the altitude competition for Science Week plans are already being made
for next year’s event watch this space for further News!

In this edition we have a short article by lso included in this edition you will find the
second part of the article by Ben Jarvis on a trip to a previous LDRS along with a
review of a new Rocketry magazine and more details on the Canterbury Cup.

As before in the contacts section you will find a listing of UKRA members with there
County/City location along with an e-mail address. If you would like your details
added to this list just send in an e-mail and the list will be updated.

Just a small point on what type of information is included in the UKRA newsletter.
Any article included in 10,9,8… reflects the opinion of the author.  This also covers
any Hints and Tips that are suggested.  UKRA can not be held accountable for any
information or suggestion offered. Please do not hesitate to contact the UKRA
editorial team on 01905 773 249 or by e-mail liz.mark@virgin.net if there is a specific
point that you would like to address.

10,9,8… is the Voice of UKRA!  That also means that it is the voice for the
membership.  If you have any articles, comments, club details or even a hint & tip that
you would like to share then please send it to the editorial team.

I hope you enjoy reading this edition!
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It’s A New UK Altitude Record!
By Hugh Gemmell

On Saturday the 11th March 2000 three teams set out to break the UK amateur rocket
altitude record of 14,006 feet previously held by Ben Jarvis of the MARS Rocketry
Society. In conjunction with the BBC's Tomorrow's World - "Live Lab" and the
United Kingdom Rocketry Association (UKRA) the Sheffield Rocket Association,
MARS and the West Lancs Rocket Society aimed to be the first teams to push the 2
year old UK altitude record beyond 14,000 feet live on British TV as part of the
National Science week. For the winners, the National Space Science Centre
commissioned a new Trophy !

On Wednesday 22nd March, Live on Tomorrow's World's Live Lab the Sheffield
Rocket Association were crowned the new UK Altitude Record holders with a
successful flight and recovery of their rocket "Thunder n Lightning" to 14,398 ft
AGL.

After weeks of preparation up to the launch day, the teams coverage on a remote farm
land site in Lincolnshire on the 11th March. With the BBC TV cameras in place to
record the altitude attempts, the three teams made their final preparations. SRAM's
heavily modified two stage Thunder n Lightning would be powered by a K700 to
J570 motor combination. West Lanc's went for a two stage Quantum Leap armed with
a K550 to K185 long burn. MARS opted for a "boosted dart" powered by a K700 first
stage and a minimum diameter "dart" like coasting second stage.

The time came to launch! SRAM's Thunder n Lightning went first. ...5.4.3.2.1 ignition
! The rocket thundered into the sky. Four seconds later the second stage kicked in and
the rocket accelerated to over 1000 mph. About a minute later the booster stage could

be seen descending under it's parachute but the
sustainer was no where to be seen. Shortly
after the RF tracker picked up a signal from
the second stage. This means all the rockets
systems had functioned correctly and a good
fix was taken on it's bearing.

The other two teams launched their rockets.
West Lancs first then MARS. Two superb
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flights! Now all we had to do was to find the rockets
and see who had achieved the highest altitude!

Within 1/2 an hour we had found the booster section with the aid of the RF tracker.
Now to find the second stage ! Switching the receiver to the sustainers frequency we
set off in a direction in line with the boosters landing point and the launch site. After
about 10 mins walk the RF tracker burst into life. We had a fix, and there it was
completely undamaged with the Transolve P2 altimeter bleeping out the altitude. The
altimeter was carefully removed from the rocket and in front of the TV cameras the
altitude was read off. 14,398 ft a new UK Amateur Altitude Record!

Now the long wait to see if any of the other teams had recovered their rockets. News
came in that both boosters had been recovered but no second stages yet. Time went on
and as darkness descended there was still no sign of the other rockets. The moon rose
into the night sky and the search was aborted. MARS and West Lancs teams retired
ready for the continued search the following day.

Both teams searched all Sunday morning but to no avail and at 1.00 p.m. SRAM's
Thunder n Lightning was declare the winner and new UK altitude record holders. The
following Tuesday news came of a discovery, the West Lancs Quantum Leap had
been found. The main chute had opened at apogee and the rocket had drifted over 5
miles down wind and it had achieved an altitude of 13,800 feet, just short of the old
record set by MARS

Editors Note MARS’s boosted dart was found a few days later intact but no data
could be recovered due to battery depletion.

On Wednesday 22nd March the SRA team, Myself, Kate and Andrew went down to
the BBC Television Centre at Wood lane London to record the Live TV
announcement of the Tomorrow's World Rocketry Challenge on TW's Live Lab and
to receive the National Space Science Centre Trophy for breaking the UK altitude
record for an amateur launch.
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Thunder n Lightning – Technical Spec.
The following documentation describes in detail the "Sheffield Rocket Associations"
entry for the BBC's Tomorrow's World "UK Rocketry Challenge" to attempt to break
the current UK Amateur Rocketry Altitude Record, which currently stands at
14,060ft. The rocket, named "Thunder n Lightning", is a 2 stage rocket manufactured
from commercially available High Power rocketry components and powered by two
solid propellant motors. The rocket stands 8 feet 8 inches high, with a diameter of
2.56 inches. It has a launch weight (including propellant) of 6.364 kg. Having already
flown successfully to an altitude of 10,010 ft, this rocket held the record for the
highest verified amateur rocket flight launched on the UK mainland. Primarily, it is
constructed from resin impregnated Kraft Phenolic tubing, G10 fibreglass sheet,
marine grade plywood, fibreglass cloth and U-PVC nosecone moulding. The
commercial solid fuel motors are constructed from aircraft grade aluminium
components. The rocket also contains a number of electronic devices for controlling
events during flight, recording altitude and activating recovery and location devices.
Three parachutes are deployed at various stages of the rocket's flight to return it safely
to earth with the minimum drift down range. Computer simulation of the rocket's
flight estimate it will achieve a maximum altitude of approximately 14,500ft above
ground level in it's current configuration.
General Dimensions and Details
Rocket height - 2.644 m (8'8")
Maximum diameter - 68mm (2.56")
No of stages – 2
Total Launch weight - 6.364 kg (14.00 lb)
Total Propellant weight - 2.14 kg (4.71 lb)
Total motor Thrust - 3640 Ns

The rocket consists of two stages (Booster and Sustainer). The sustainer (second
stage) sits on the top of the booster (first stage). In a normal flight the Booster motor
is ignited remotely from the ground. Once the booster motor has completed its burn
the Sustainer motor is electronically ignited causing the booster and sustainer to
separate. (During the boost phase of the launch the two stages are attached together
and will not separate unless the sustainer motor successfully fires.)

The sustainer continues on its flight whilst the booster decelerates and then deploys
it's parachute at a predetermined time. Once the Sustainer motor has completed it's
burn it enters a "coasting" phase until it reaches apogee (maximum altitude). At this
point the onboard Altimeter releases the drogue chute. This allows the sustainer to
descend rapidly in a controlled manner. At 800ft above the ground the altimeter
deploys the main parachute allowing the Sustainer to descend more slowly to the
ground. Both stages carry RF radio location devices, the sustainer also has an audible
beeper which is activated at apogee.

The Booster stage contains one 54mm AerotechTM 2560 Ns RMS solid propellant
rocket motor, a recovery device (parachute), timer electronics to ingnite the Sustainer
motor and deploy it's own parachute for recovery and an RF Radio tracker for locating
the rocket after the flight is complete.
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The Sustainer stage contains one 38mm AerotechTM 1080 Ns RMS solid propellant
rocket motor, two recovery devices (drogue & parachute), altimeter electronics to
deploy it's own parachutes for recovery and to record the rockets altitude. In addition,
an RF Radio tracker & audible beeper is installed for locating the rocket after the
flight is complete.

The rocket is built to withstand accelerations of over 35G's and velocities well in
excess of Mach 1. The altimeter has an in built Mach inhibit timer to prevent spurious
pressure readings during the transition through the sound barrier (Mach 1) effecting
the altimeter's recovery deployment system.

Stage One (Booster) Dimensions and Details
Length - 1.005 m (3'4")
Diameter - 68mm (2.56")
Total Stage Weight - 3.525 Kg (7.755 lb)
Stage 1 Propellant weight - 1.232kg (2.72 lb)
Stage 1 Total Thrust - 2560 Ns
Number of fins – 3
The booster stage consists of two main components :-
1. The motor and fin can unit.
2. The stage coupler airframe containing stage 2 ignition electronics and booster

recovery device.

The Booster fin can and motor unit is constructed from resin impregnated Kraft
Phenolic tubing coated in two layers of 2oz fibreglass and finished with a layer of
epoxy resin. Six 0.25 inch Marine plywood motor retaining rings hold the motor
mount tube within the airframe. The 3 fins are constructed from 0.093 inch G10
fibreglass sheet. The fins are mounted through the airframe onto the motor mount tube
and fibreglassed to the airframe and motor mount tube on all internal and external
joins using three layers of 2oz fibreglass. The motor casing is held in place with an
aluminium threaded retaining ring. The motor/fin can unit is attached to the stage
coupler airframe via a friction fit coupler tube and bulk plate assembly. The motor/fin
can unit is also attached to the recovery device via a 0.25 inch eye bolt fitted into the
bulk plate assembly. This in turn is attached to the parachute with a 12 ft x 1 inch
shock chord (rated breaking strain 260lbs).

The stage coupler airframe is constructed from resin impregnated Kraft Phenolic
tubing coated in two layers of 2oz fibreglass and finished with a layer of epoxy resin.
Internally mounted is the electronics bay which houses the Black Sky Timer2B, 9v
PP3 battery and RF radio tracker. The void between the Electronics bay and the Fin
can assembly coupler holds the Recovery device. Ahead of the electronics bay is the
Stage interconnection assembly. This consists of a Phenolic coupler tube, fibreglassed
internally with 2 layers of 8oz fibreglass onto which the second stage sits. The stage
coupler airframe is attached to the recovery device with 10ft x 1inch nylon strap
(rated breaking strain 4000lbs)

Recovery Device - 24" vented Chute is deployed Rearward 14 seconds after launch.
The Black Sky Timer2B is used to time the parachute deployment. After a
predetermined time after launch is detected (14 seconds) the timer supplies a Davyfire
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igniter (28B) with current for 5 seconds. This ignites 0.8g of Black powder in a 1cm
dia aluminium tube. The expansion of gasses separates the friction fitted motor/fin can
unit and stage coupler airframe apart to deploy the parachute.

Sustainer Motor - 1 x Aerotech TM 54mm 2560 casing with Plugged forward closure,
Thrust - 2560 Ns. Propellant - Aerotech TM White lightning solid propellant, K700
reload kit (UN 0351) First Stage ignition - "Firestar"TM FS24 igniter, fired
electronically from the ground.

Second Stage ignition - After a predetermined time after launch is detected (4
seconds) the Black Sky Timer2B supplies a via Davyfire igniter TM (28F) dipped in
Firestar TM Pyrogen with current for 5 seconds to ignite the Sustainer motor. The
exhaust from the motor instantly melts a nylon chord attached to the two stages to
prevent premature stage separation.

Stage Two (Sustainer) Dimensions and Details
Length - 1.639 m (5'4")
Diameter - 68mm (2.56")
Stage Weight - 2.880 Kg
Stage Propellant weight - 0.908 Kg
Stage Total Thrust - 1080 Ns
Body - Kraft Phenolic, Fibreglass coated, 4 motor retaining rings, Fins joined and
fibreglass to body on all internal and external joins, Tangent ogive U-PVC nose cone,
motor retaining ring. Mid mounted electronics bay with Transolve P2 altimeter and
Transolve Ultra Beep Audio Locator (3 x 9v PP3 Batteries)
Fins - 3 x G10 0.062" phenolic (fibreglass coated)
Motor - 1 x Aerotech 1080 casing with Plugged forward closure, Thrust - 1080 Ns
Aerotech White lightning solid propellant (J570 reload kit)
Recovery - At apogee, 12' Streamer deployed Rearward via piston and LES with
Davyfire igniter (28B) and 0.8g Black powder, driven from Transolve P2 Altimeter
(with a 9 second mach inhibit delay to avoid false deployment a speeds > mach 1).

Final Recovery - At 800', 34" vented Chute deployed forwards via piston and LES
with Davyfire igniter (28B) and 0.8g Black powder driven from Transolve P2
Altimeter. Ground Location - via Transolve Ultra Beep audio Locator (max range
1/4mile)

Launch Pad
1 inch box section stainless steel with 8 ft 3/8 SS launch rod
Radio location Booster - RF radio tracker 418 Mhz licence exempt Sustainer - RF
radio tracker 433 Mhz licence exempt
Computer Simulations (53 degrees F, zero wind)
Time to maximum velocity - 5.5 seconds
Maximum velocity - Mach 1.40 (1050 mph)
Sustainer
Time to apogee - 25.7 sec
Estimated apogee - 14,429 ft AGL
Sustainer Time to touch down - recovery devices normal 7.03 mins
Sustainer Time to touch down - main and drogue at appogee 14.50 mins
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Sustainer Time to touch down - recovery failure 0.96 mins
Booster Time to apogee - 18.1 sec
Estimated apogee - 7,800 ft AGL
Booster Time to touch down - recovery devices normal 5.20 mins
Booster Time to touch down - recovery failure 2.89 mins
Actual Flight Statistics
Maximun Altitude - 14,398 feet above ground level
Maxium Velocity - Mach 1.10 (1050 mph)
Booster recovery - 1/2 mile down wind in open cropped field
Sustainer recovery - 3/4 mile down wind in open cropped field

“Rockets & Things” 1st CANTERBURY CUP 4-6 August 2000
by Stuart Lodge and Tony Betts

FAI SPACE MODELLING comes to England !  At long last we have decided to join
the extensive tour of events around the Continent of Europe. This Bulletin sets out the
aims & objectives of the “Rockets & Things”1st Canterbury Cup and defines the
categories to be flown - FAI, non-FAI & Sport flying.With the help of all participants,
the Canterbury Cup can be a spectacular success.

Organisers The British Space Modelling Association, Southern England Rocket
Flyers & “Rockets & Things” will provide the organisation team, on behalf of the
British Model Flying Association. The contact is...

   Stuart Lodge - Event Director
   25 Huntingdon Drive, Castle Donington, Derby, DE74 2SR, United Kingdom
   ++44 [0] 1332 850329 (tel) ++44 [0] 1332 263386 (fax)
   Email  loggi.interspace@lodge28.freeserve.co.uk

The 1st Canterbury Cup will be held at Stalisfield, nr Canterbury, Kent, United
Kingdom

Contest Administration  FAI categories are open to competitors holding a 2000
Sporting Licence. Contestants in non-FAI categories and Sport Flying need to be
members of a recognised National Aeroclub, or provide proof of Third Party Accident
Insurance. Launch alleys will be provided with 12volt-launch systems -However, it is
recommended that FAI competitors bring their own electrical systems to reduce
launch congestion.  Local regulations prohibit all model flying before 10:00 hours.

Entry Fee Options  Three levels of entry are offered by the organisers :-
1. FAI & World Cup programme - £25.00  S6A-Streamer duration, S8E-RC Rocket

Glider duration - both World Cup. S4A-Boost Glider, S8E/P-Rocket Glider Spot
Landing and S9A-Gyrocopter duration. This fee includes participation in FAI
events, non-FAI programme & Fun Flying, in addition to a souvenir pack.

2. Non-FAI programme - £15.00     10Ns Egg Loft duration, Sport Scale, Junior Kit
Contest and Show Models (“Oddrocs”). This fee includes participation in all non-
FAI events & Fun Flying.

3. Fun Flying - £5.00 per day In addition to contest events, a separate launch area
will be provided for fly-for-fun model rocketry. An impulse limit of 640Ns (“I”)
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has been provisionally set for the event - this may be reduced if conditions dictate.
Participants are reminded not to distract contestants in FAI & non-FAI categories.

In any re-scheduling due to bad weather, FAI events will be given priority.

Registration of FAI participants  This will take place on Friday 4 August From
19:00hrs onwards at the “Wagon & Horses” public house, near the Stalisfield flying
site (see map).

FAI Jury, RSO & Judges  Jury selection will be made nearer the contest date. Range
Safety Officer will be Stuart Lodge. Judges for Sport Scale will include Steve Moores
& John Hodges and the Junior Kit Contest will be organised by Trevor Sproston. A
fee of £20 must accompany any Official Protest - returnable if protest is upheld.

Classification & Awards  The top three finishers will receive medals & diplomas.

Banquet  An optional social evening is planned on Saturday 5 August and may take
the form of a barbeque - cost will be between £5.00 and £10.00.

CONTEST TIMETABLE
FRIDAY 4 August
  19:00 onwards.. Registration of FAI participants at “Wagon & Horses”
SATURDAY 5 August
  09:15-09:30  Opening Ceremony on the flying field.
  09:30-09:50  Registration for FAI category S8E World Cup
  10:00-10:45   Round 1 S8E
  10:45-11:30   Round 2 S8E
  11:30-12:15   Round 3 S8E
  12:15-12:45  Luncheon interval
  12:45-13:00  Registration for FAI category S6A World Cup
  13:00-14:00   Round 1 S6A
  14:00-15:00   Round 2 S6A
  15:00-16:00   Round 3 S6A
  16:00-16:15  Registration for FAI categories S4A & S9A
  16:15-16:45   Round 1 S4A & S9A
  16:45-17:15   Round 2 S4A & S9A
  17:15-17:45   Round 3 S4A & S9A
  18:00-18:30   Fly off rounds    S8E
  20:00 ‘til late ! Social evening/barbecue
SUNDAY 6 August
  09:15-09:50  Registration for FAI category S8E/P & Sport Scale
  10:00-10:45   Round 1 S8E/P
  10:45-11:30   Round 2 S8E/P
  11:30-12:15   Round 3 S8E/P
  12:15-12:45  Luncheon interval
  12:45-14:00   Rounds 1-2-3 Egg Loft duration
  14:00-15:00   Sport Scale qualification flights
  15:00-16:00   Junior kit contest flights & Show Models
  16:15   Closing Ceremony
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The organisers reserve the right to alter the flying programme in case of bad weather.

For the weekend of the 1st Canterbury Cup, the organisers will place temporary
direction signs - “ROCKETS” - to the flying site.

For an entry form, accommodation details or location of the site details please contact
the Event Director

Extreme Rocketry - A first look.
By Darren Longhorn

There's been a lot of talk about this new US based rocketry magazine on the internet
recently, with an electronically distributed 'taster' to showcase the format. The
publishers seem to be responding to a perceived disenchantment with High Power
Rocketry magazine, the magazine of Tripoli Rocketry Association. HPR has been
accused of delivering late, and producing 'stuffer' editions in order to fulfil the 10
issues per year requirement.

I thought 'how bad could it be', and took out an international subscription for six
issues, the first of which arrived on 7th April, about 7 to 10 days after typical delivery
in the US. It's 48 pages of glossy colour, a little smaller than A4. This issue comprises
12 regular columns or 'departments', and 5 'features'.

Features
1. Project report: marslander, superscale kit - This is a great in depth review of

Tango Papa's upscale of the classic Estes kit. It includes a detailed description of
the kit and build, a critique, a recommendation of when to diverge from the
instructions, notes on finishing and adding detail, and some great full colour pics,
including a centre pull out of the finished model. Unfortunately, most of this has
already been seen on rocketry Online.

2. How to: Get an FAA waiver. - OK, not strictly relevant, to the needs of a UK
rocketeer, but this is detailed, well written, and interesting non the less.

3. Interview:Gary Rosenfield founder of Aerotech. - Now this is great. A description
of Gary's pre Aerotech career, and the start-up of Aerotech, I found this interview
by the magazine editor, very interesting.

4. How to:12 range box essentials. - About what you would expect, but I can't
criticise the content of the range box, very good for beginners.

5. How to:10 ways to get extreme altitude. - Good stuff, the author holds the Tripoli
altitude records for G, H, I & J motors ( strangely his I record is hight rhan the J, a
misprint?), so he probably knows what he's talking about. Doesn't give too many
earth shattering secrets away, but it's a good read.

Departments

The regular departments are presented in a consistent design style, which gives a
good, professional 'look' to the magazine, that is way ahead of its competitors.
1. From the editor. - The editor describes himself and why he started the magazine.

The objectives of the magazine are listed as, deliver the magazine on time, deliver
the number of issues paid for by the subscriber, have interesting and timely
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articles in each issue and build an all inclusive web site to support the magazine.
Items 1 to 3 above are a pretty clear dig at HPR magazine, and 4 seems to be
setting himself up as a competitor to rocketry online.

2. Extreme mail. - The letters here are mostly about the setting up of the magazine,
and enquiries about subscription. That's excusable for the first edition, but it needs
to be better for the next. Interestingly there is one letter that criticises the decision
to use 'dummy text' for the electronically distributed 'taster' of the first edition,
after previously stating it would be the whole magazine. The editor need not have
published this, but chose to do so. A good sign I think.

3. Reader photos. - Pretty weak, but perhaps excusable for the first edition. The
pictures are small, and appear to have been submitted to the magazine as badly
compressed jpegs. You can find higher quality pics on the internet in a jiffy.
Somebody send them that picture of 'Kev Stick Bullet' from UKRA '99!

4. Extreme rocket products. - Basically mini articles about new products, kind of
magazine sponsored adverts. I've got no objection to a couple of pages worth of
this as presented here.

5. Lift off photos. - A single page launch report of a 60% scale Hawk missile. A nice
article with a great sequence of launch pics, if a little small.

6. Tips & tricks. - Some tips on ejection charges, x-form chutes, colours from a
recovery perspective, and pistons. A good tip about keeping the ejection charge in
contact with the delay grain, by padding out any spare space in the ejection
chamber with wadding. This is a great solution to a problem that I'm paranoid
about, I'll be trying it out

7. Rocketry on the internet. - An item by Darrell Molby ( of Rocketry Online fame),
about he rediscovered the rocketry community via the internet when he became a
BAR. I'm not sure if this will have a different author every issue or a regular
column by Darrell. If a regular column, it's a little add that Darrell would agree to
do this, when one of the magazines aims appears to be to set up a website in
competition to Rocketry Online.

8. Rocket guru. - Some tips on using rms systems without the ejection charge, motor
retention, launch lug location, and substituting composite motors for blackpowder.
I wonder who wrote this, the editor again?

9. Extreme basics. - Getting level 1 right first time. Although targeted at Tripoli
Level 1 Certification, this will be useful for anyone contemplating the
corresponding UKRA Level 1 Certification.

10. Club reports. - Each submission must be limited to 300 words, though the very
small print used gives the opportunity and space for many clubs & organisations
to describe themselves, and their recent and upcoming exploits.

11. Launch calendar. - Aerotech are sponsoring this. To get your launch dates in
extreme rocketry, they must be submitted to the Aerotech website.

12. Aft closure:opinion page. - "One person's opinion, but not necessarily the opinions
of this magazine", it says on the contents page. Presumably this month is the
exception then, as the opinion is that of Brent McNeely, the editor of Extreme
Rocketry. Brent talks about the recent NAR & Tripoli insurance problems, in a
pretty uncontroversial way. I'm assuming stronger opinions will appear in due
course.

In Conclusion
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So 'how bad could it be'? Not bad at all actually. I'll admit that my very first
impressions on flicking through were revised downwards after I had actually read the
articles, but I'm still glad I subscribed and would encourage others to do the same. To
much of the content appears to have been generated by the editor, but hopefully that
will change. Particularly disappointing was the 'opinion' article. I've read r.m.r, there
are many more interesting & controversial opinions out there! There is a less
advertising than you might expect, but I expect that might increase in subsequent
editions, but there’s room for it. Overall, this is a great looking, glossy magazine, with
high production standards, that would not embarrass if found on your coffee table by
non-rocketry friends and family, subscribe!

To subscribe or submit articles, contact the publishers at:
Extreme Rocketry, PO Box 28974, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Tel: 702 243 8666. Fax: 702 256 8265
Email: info@extremerocketry.com
Email: help@extremerocketry.com
www.extremerocketry.com

Competition
By M Perman

In the last edition we mentioned that Traplet Publications of Worcestershire, who
publish a range of Hobby/Model Magazines and books, had kindly provided a copy of
a book by Stuart Lodge on Model Rocketry, which we would be offering as a prize in
a forthcoming competition.  The competition is simple and is based on the Safety
Code Rev 2. The sender of the first correct set of answers drawn from the “Hat” at the
July Council meeting will receive the prize!

Please send your entries to UKRA, PO BOX 1561, SHEFFIELD, S11 7XA

Place a tick in the box for the correct answer to each question

QUESTION ANSWER
1 A B C
2 A B C
3 A B C
4 A B C
5 A B C
6 A B C
7 A B C

Name:______________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

UKRA No ______________________
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QUESTION 1: For a rocket powered by a D class motor the launch site
should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 150 Metres.
B: 300 Metres.
C: 450 Metres.

QUESTION 2: For rockets powered by an E, F or G class motor the
launch site should normally have the following
minimum dimension.

A: 150 Metres.
B: 300 Metres.
C: 450 Metres.

QUESTION 3: For rockets powered by an H class motor the launch site
should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 450 Metres.
B: 300 Metres.
C: 760 Metres.

QUESTION 4: For a rocket powered by an I class motor the launch site
should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 450 Metres.
B: 300 Metres.
C: 760 Metres.

QUESTION 5: For rockets powered by a J or K class motor the launch
site should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 760 Metres.
B: 3200 Metres.
C: 1600 Metres.

QUESTION 6: For rockets powered by an L class motor the launch site
should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 4700 Metres.
B: 3200 Metres.
C: 1600 Metres.
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QUESTION 7: For a rocket powered by an M class motor the launch
site should normally have the following minimum
dimension.

A: 4700 Metres.
B: 3200 Metres.
C: 1600 Metres.

Aspirespace National Rocketry Championship
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Rockets and Things
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Send £1 for catalogue  
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2 WADDENHALL COTTAGES, WADDENHALL, PETHAM, CANTERBURY, KENT CT4 5PX 
PHONE/FAX: 01227 700808 INTERNET: www.rockets-things.co.uk 

Rapier—Surface To Air Missile 
£22.10 (44” long 2.6” dia)  

Feel The Rush! 

Kits Many Manufacturers Including: 
                         
                        Estes                                        
                        Aerotech                                              
                        Holverson Designs 
                        Loc Precision 
                        Rogue Aerospace 
                        Apogee 
                        Edmonds 
                        Seattle Rocket Works 
                        Launch Pad 
                        Quest 
 
Engines From: 
                        Estes—1/2A to D 
                        Aerotech D to J  (require a mode B explosives licence) 
                        Casings from Aerotech and Dr Rocket 
 
 
Prices : 
                        Kits From 99p 
                        Starter Sets From £14.99  

Build and fly your own range of 
re-useable scale missiles, flights of 
over 1000ft are easily obtainable 
on standard engines that do not  

require a licence. 
 

£13.21  

V2 

British ALARM                                            £ 22.53  

*On orders over £25. At the moment RMS engines cannot be sent.  

‘FREE’ DELIVERY*  
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Company   Name                   Price 
Aerotech          29mm Ec F20-4W        £14.96  
Aerotech          29mm Ec F20-7W        £14.96  
Aerotech          29mm Ec F23-4 BM    £14.96  
Aerotech          29mm Ec F23-7 BM  £14.96  
Aerotech          29mm Ec G35-4W       £17.33  
Aerotech          29mm Ec G35-7W       £17.33  
Aerotech          29mm Ec G38-4 BM  £17.33  
Aerotech          29mm Ec G38-7 BM  £17.33  
Aerotech          Arreaux                        £37.86  
Aerotech          AstrobeeD                   £63.13  
Aerotech          Mustang                       £33.12  
Aerotech          Wart Hog                     £41.81  
Aerotech          Baracuda                      £39.44  
Aerotech          HV Arcas                     £47.33  
Aerotech          Tomahawk                   £37.86  
Aerotech          Mirage                         £59.18 
Aerotech          Cheetah                        £33.12  
Aerotech          Strongarm                    £47.33  
Aerotech          G Force                      £78.99  
Aerotech          Initiator Starter Set       £117.00  
Aerotech          Initiator rocket             £39.00  
Aerotech          Interlock Controller      £45.00  
Aerotech          Interlock Clips             £3.36  
Aerotech          Mantis Launch Pad      £60.00  
Aerotech          RMS 18mm Casing      £31.54  
Aerotech          RMS 24mm RC           £39.44  
Aerotech          RMS-24mm Motor      £35.10  
Aerotech          SU E15-4W                 £7.42  
Aerotech          SU E15-7W                 £7.42  
Aerotech          SU E30-4T                   £7.42  
Aerotech          SU E30-7T                   £7.42  
ASP                 Corporal 18mm            £11.83  
ASP                Eggstravagansa 18mm   £16.99  

Company   Name                  Price 
ASP                 Rohini RH-75              £43.50  
ASP         WAC Corporal 18mm          £10.37  
ASP      WAC/TinyTim 18/18mm        £18.89  
Estes                A-Engine                     £2.39  
Estes                B-Engine                     £3.50  
Estes                C-Engine                     £3.99  
Estes                D-Engine                     £6.39  
Estes                Aim-9 Sidewinder        £10.40  
Estes                Astrocam                     £26.00 
Estes                Black Brandt                £12.57  
Estes                Bull pup 12D               £9.50  
Estes                Mercury Atlas              £43.32 
Estes                Mongoose                    £9.53  
Estes                Quark                           £3.00  
Estes                SR71 Blackbird            £15.20  
Estes        Starwars Naboo Royal         £12.50  
Estes        Starwars Sith Infiltrator       £12.50  
Estes                 Venus Probe               £24.20  
Holverson         Swinger                      £14.70  
Holverson        Wicked Winnie            £9.76  
Launch Pad      Alarm (UK)                 £22.53  
Launch Pad      Bullpup AGM 12C      £24.65  
Launch Pad      Scimitar                       £23.80  
Launch Pad      Warlock Plan Pak        £6.50  
LOC                 Forte                           £43.75  
LOC                 Onyx                           £28.15  
LOC                 Stovi                           £44.20  
LOC                 Viper IV                      £34.20  
Pratt                 The Super Six              £3.80  
Pratt                 XL Heat shield             £5.60  
Quest          Big Rage Starter Set          £14.99  
Quest       USS Enterprise RTF ST       £14.99  
Rogue               Peregrine                     £11.40  

,*-/.10�243658793�:�;=<?>@5

Selected prices from our range 
of over 600 products                         

Send £1 for catalogue  
ACB�DFE+GCH4I�JKH�LFMON�PQI

2 WADDENHALL COTTAGES, WADDENHALL, PETHAM, CANTERBURY, KENT CT4 5PX 
PHONE/FAX: 01227 700808 INTERNET: www.rockets-things.co.uk 
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UKRA 2000
Friday 2nd June 2000

to
Sunday 4th June 2000

At

Garlands Shooting Ground
Tamworth

(Home of Thrust Rocket Club)

Following on from the great success of previous UKRA events we are pleased to
announce our 4th Annual meeting.

Join us on Garlands 600 acre site where there will be entertainment for all and on site
Rocket shops.

Our experienced Event Management Team will be on hand to answer questions or
provide general assistance throughout UKRA 2000. The Range Safety Team will be
operating sophisticated electronic equipment to help spot and track rockets.  This
service will be freely available to all participating flyers and we hope to adopt this
system for future events.

All flyers welcome!  The weekend offers:

Rockets up to J class flown **
Certification flights
Safety Officer Exam sessions
Drag Races
Range Safety Officers
On site workshop area
“Rockets to Go!” Workshop.  Additional £5 fee includes rocket materials, motors and
tuition. Age Limit 8yrs and over. See Web site for full details. Limited places

All flying during UKRA 2000 will follow the UKRA Safety Code.

** The motor class flown by any individual is subject to their UKRA Full
Membership status and Certification Level.  Full details are on our Web Site.

Please contact us for further details and directions or visit our Web Site on

http://www.ukra.org.uk/index.html
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Charles with the ill fated 'Ghost' before
it's first flight at BALLS

'For Queen & Country From London to LDRS to level 3...with a few detours.
The Story continues

By Ben Jarvis

My original plan had been to try and do my cert flight as soon as possible, either on
the Saturday or Sunday. For this to happen I needed two things. Firstly I needed Scott
Bartell who was my supervising TAP member, secondly I needed Paul Robinson who
had my M2240 reload and hardware. Paul Robinson showed up later that day with Jim
Rosson, unfortunately he didn't have my reload with him. Apparently some other guy
named 'Ken' was bringing all his propellant and was due there that evening. Level 3
would have to wait at least another day.

Charles and I both decided to have fun
the first day. Charles, like me, had
brought a smaller rocket with him to
'play' with while he wasn't doing his
cert. His rocket, a strengthened PML
Calisto called 'Ghost' was apparently
'asking to be thrashed', so to make the
most of this incredible site we both
decided to do all the flights we just
couldn't do in the UK. Charles
acquired an I300T reload to fly 'Ghost'
on while I was satisfied for now with
an H55W to go in 'Ike' (only because
the H125W wouldn't fit!)

We both prepped at the same time and
took the rockets over to the check-in
table. we filled in flight cards and were
told to 'go bug Mark' if we wanted to
actually fly. Mark Clark had obviously
drawn the short straw and was sitting
patiently in the mid-day sun for the
odd person to bring a rocket up now
and then to fly (it was all very
relaxed). We were assigned pads and
went out to hook-up. Charles was first
up, 'Ghost' screamed off the pad in to

the crystal clear sky and promptly vanished as it coasted toward the sun. A short while
later Charles says "Yeah, I'm sure there's a chute out". This was confirmed by a
couple of spectators and then it was my turn. I had written 'Kick the baby' on the flight
card but Mark is obviously not a big 'South Park' fan and the little blue rocket was
launched without comment. The tiny white line of the delay prescribed a tiny ark in
the sky as it coasted through apogee over a mile up. The line ended abruptly with a
little dot of white as the charge fired, after that I saw nothing.

Ghost was recovered easily a little way downrange and had apparently suffered sonic
shock-fractures to the fin fillets which according to Charles was “Cool!” We finally
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Mark Clark's 'Alley Cat' rocket lifts off
on a P4000 from the away cells over a
mile from the range at BALLS. The
rocket lifted a 16lb bowling ball to over
20,000ft before returning it 20,010ft due
to a failed recovery timer.

found Ike over half a mile away with its streamer in a burnt ball beside it, obviously I
hadn't used enough wadding. It seemed that none of the big projects would be flown
until the following day and as the flying went from 'casual' to 'almost non-existent' in
the afternoon we decided to head back to Bruno's to make some repairs and for me to
begin prep of my level 3 rocket.

As the evening drew on I began to get a little anchious about the fact that neither my
reload nor Scott had turned up yet. Charles added fibreglass cloth fillets to the fins of
Ghost while I tried to repair Ike's recovery system. By the time we went to bed just
before midnight there was still no sign of this 'Ken' guy or Scott. We decided to be up
early the next morning and hope to catch them on the flight line first thing tomorrow.

Sunday 2nd August...........ANOTHER early morning.

The alarm clock beeps loudly in my left
ear. The sun is already burning through
the windows. Slowly it sinks in and I
remember that today is the day....THE
day...assuming that Scott and Ken have
arrived....today is certification day!
We quickly eat our breakfast and head
out to the desert. Soon after arriving and
re-erecting our shade we discover that
neither Ken or Scott have arrived yet and
no one has any word from either of
them. It suddenly begins to dawn on
me...what if they don't turn up at all?
After almost a year of planning and all
my hard work...what if I can't certify?! I
decided that there was nothing I could do
so I should just try and have fun so
Charles and I both decide to fly our
smaller rockets again.

The event is now in full swing. Tom
Rouse was next to us on the flight line
with his beautiful carbon fibre Hercules
rocket. His level 3 certification attempt
on an M1939 was one of the first big
flights we saw and was the first motor
larger than 'K' power that I've ever
witnessed (well, apart from the Space
Shuttle but that doesn't really count.) The
rocket made a gorgeous flight as it
thundered up over our heads carrying a
video camera payload. Soon after that
the REALLY big stuff started going up.
Due to the somewhat 'quaint' method of
communication between the LCO table
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and the away pads (apparently a new Tripoli initiated form of semaphor) whereby
someone with a big red flag waves like crazy then runs away just before each rocket is
launched, we had little warning before the first of the 'P' flights went up....(and
yes…that’s ‘P’ as in over 40,000Ns of power!) But when it did...boy did we know
about it! The sound of a flight like that is really something that you have to witness in
real life to fully appreciate. It's somewhere between the sound of a military jet
throttling up for take-off and the echo of a distant thunder clap. The deep rumble
echoes off the surrounding mountains in a beautiful but unearthly way. The first of the
'P' flights seems to set a trend in its mode of recovery. The huge rocket arced over at
apogee then gracefully began to accelerate back towards the Earth. Due to the
distance between the away pads and the range head there is a delay of a few seconds
between you seeing something happen and the sound reaching you. As the rocket
approached the ground after falling for what seemed like an eternity  a banshee
scream echoed across the desert, a mushroom cloud of dust on the shimmering
horizon marked the end of one person's dreams, for this event at least. The sonic howl
continued to ring out for several seconds after the impact like a cry from beyond the
grave, then, It ended abruptly with a dull thud that echoed around the vast empty
plain.

One of the university guys stopped by our shelter to show us his new toy. He had been
asked to make a demo flight of a 'J' motor by RocketDyne systems, cool we thought,
free motors! Charles and I made our way over to the RocketDyne tent and introduced
ourselves to Mike Gillete. He offered me the chance to demo one of their new
disposable 38mm full 'J' motors in my 'Terminal Velocity' rocket. Charles got an
H115 'Star Dust' to demo in his newly strengthened 'Ghost'. We both began prepping.
Charles was soon ready to go but I was having some problems. That 'J' motor was just
too darn long! First I removed my recovery beeper. Then I removed my streamer that
was to be deployed along with the parachute but there still wasn't room for the
recovery system on top of the motor. After half an hour of trying I decided that I just
couldn't fit it in so I went back to Mike to trade for a smaller motor. He gave me an
I220 Star Dust motor. I went back and tried again, this time I could just fit in the
recovery system but still no streamer, I figured it wouldn't really be any problem
seeing it as it would only reach 3000ft or so on an 'I'.

Charles flew first. Ghost tore in to the sky with a shower of white sparks and deployed
perfectly.  Now it was my turn. The apogee deployment charge on my IAX-96 was
armed and everything was ready.  'Terminal Velocity' lifted off perfectly. Suddenly,
about two hundred feet up and less than a second in to the burn the motor shut down.
Before I had time to say anything it started up again. The rocket climbed out of sight.
"Boy that's the first ever two-stage - single-stage rocket I've ever seen!" said the LCO.
I saw the rocket coast through apogee and the chute deployed way up there.

I made the mistake of not following the rocket all the way down and Charles and I
both headed for the car to go out and collect both rockets. Once again we found Ghost
quite easily only a little way downrange. We drove out further to roughly where we
thought 'Terminal Velocity' had landed but nothing was to be seen. We drove around
in huge circles being tricked by every piece of litter but after half an hour we had to
give up, we figured we'd have to come out and try again later, perhaps someone else
who was already out here had picked it up or at least seen it land.
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A large rocket lifts off at LDRS on an
'L' class demo motor using the new
'Red Rhino' propellant.

As we pulled back up to the flight line we passed Ky, "Hey, someone brought your
rocket back" he said as we drove past, phew, I was very relieved to hear that it had in
fact been found. My joy however was short lived. As we got back to our shelter there
was Terminal Velocity laying on the ground folded clean in half. What on earth could
have happened? The parachute had opened perfectly and that tube was double walled
fibreglass reinforced phenolic, how on Earth could it have snapped in half? My first
thought was that the only reasonable explanation was sabotage. It was a horrible
thought but I had heard stories before of people's rockets being intentionally damaged
and even stolen at launches and I couldn't see any other way that such an incredibly
strong airframe could be smashed so completely after a perfect landing.

To this day I don't know how my rocket
was destroyed, perhaps it was just the
hard desert terrain and a slightly
undersized parachute, perhaps it wasn't
but I'll certainly be more careful to watch
my rockets all the way down in the
future. So that was that, my 'K' powered
rocket had been broken flying on an 'I'! I
only had 'Ike' and Transient Glory left to
fly.

One of he coolest things about both
BALLS and LDRS was getting to see
demos of products that will soon be
available to the rocket flying public. Ken
Finwall from California High Power
made a very cool demo of an AeroTech
'Fast Black Jack' 'M' motor in his
Optimal 150 rocket. Seeing that flight
up-close and personal was really
awesome, the smoke output of that
motor was so cool! The other cool
AeroTech products being demo'd were
the infamous 'Warp-9' reloads. The first
one I saw was an I700 in a minimum
diameter rocket, boy did that thing move!
I thought I'd seen fast rockets but
NOTHING else came close to this. It made minimum diameter K1100 flights look
slow by comparison.

As the afternoon wore on with still no sign of Scott or Ken I decided to go and talk to
Bruce Kelly and see whether I could still certify if the TAP member who had
overseen my project failed to show at the launch. He was happy that if another one of
the TAP members there reviewed my written report and examined my rocket I'd still
be allowed to fly. This was good...my only problem now was to get that reload.
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The author posing with
Transient Glory just before
its successful flight.

The flying began to slow down and Charles and I headed back to Bruno's again to get
some food. While we were sat eating our dinner a guy came in to the room and began
chatting to Paul Robinson who was sat at the next table to us, I overheard him talking
about his long road trip and I turned round, "This is Ken" said Paul. Seeing the
obvious relief on my face Ken said "You waiting for some propellant then?". Finally I
could do my cert flight!

I headed straight back to our room after dinner to begin prepping Transient Glory for
the next day, on the way out I saw Scott climbing out of his truck outside Bruno's. He
apologised for his late arrival and said that he wouldn't be staying for tomorrow’s
flights because he had to go get some work done on his truck before going to LDRS. I
explained that this would probably still be OK and he unloaded a brand-new 'Pro-Pad'
with a six foot rail for me to launch my rocket off (Transient Glory was fitted with
Pro-lugs.) He asked that I please don't break it and that we bring it over to LDRS
when we come. Finally, everything is set.

Monday 3rd August....the moment of truth has come.

So this is it, today is the day. I wake up at about 6:00am and can't get back to sleep. I
get up and begin packing all of the parts of my rocket back in to the shipping box to
take out to the desert. By quarter to seven Charles is up too and we're heading to grab
some quick breakfast before we go out and get set up on the flight line.

By Nine o-clock we're on the desert beginning prep work. I head down to Paul
Robinson's shelter to sort out my motor, stopping to
hand my written report to Bruce Lee on the way.
Paul hands me the casing....oh boy.....If nothing else
it has to be said that Kosdon's motors are very
aesthetically pleasing....especially the BIG ones.
Paul hands me a polythene bag containing five huge
propellant blocks and we begin the prep-of the
motor. Paul gave me a lot of advice and support as I
prepped the M2240 which proved invaluable (as did
the loan of his snap-ring pliers and some grease.)

Finally about fifteen minutes later I have a
completely assembled 'M' motor. I proudly walked
back to our prep-area with the three foot long gold
motor case slung under my arm receiving worried
glances from other rocketeers. My check-list proved
invaluable as I prepared my recovery electronics, I
think that is probably one of the most important
things in a successful level 3 project....a good check
list. While sitting there under the shade working on
my timer I suddenly felt a strong wind on my back,
within seconds the prep-area was engulfed in dust, I
closed my eyes and tried to shield the electronics as

bits of paper, wadding and parachutes all tried their hardest to escape from our shelter.
A few seconds later it stopped.  Charles, who was outside the shelter at the time
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The author's 'Transient
Glory' certification rocket
lifting off from Black
Rock Desert on a Kosdon
M2240 motor. The rocket
recovered safely from
14,006ft.

simply said "Cool!", We had suffered a direct hit by a dust-devil, a kind of mini
tornado that roams the desert playa.

By 11:00 I was finally ready to head for the LCO desk with Transient Glory. Charles
was mocking my two and a half hour prep-time but I wanted to be absolutely sure that
EVERYTHING had been double checked before taking the rocket out to the pad. I
was surprisingly calm as I walked to the check-in desk. I had been playing this
sequence of events over and over in my mind for over a year, now I was doing it for
real. The LCO checked over my flight card and told me to set up on our Pro-rail
which we had already positioned on Pad 1. Pad one looked awfully close, oh well, at
least we'd get a good view!

Ky Michaelson and Bruce Lee followed us out to the pad and filmed my pad-prep.
The rocket slid easily down on to the rail. I slid the huge igniter up to the top of the
fuel grain core and taped it in place. I stood back and read through my check-list out
loud....was there anything I'd forgotten...I could think of nothing else to do but arm
the electronics and hit the button. I stood on another launch pad to arm the timer and
the accelerometer. A series of flashing lights from both devices reassured me that all
was finally ready to go. "Ok, that's it...lets do it" I said. I began to walk away from the
pad. Charles looked at me with a sarcastic grin and said "You haven't hooked up the
igniter Ben." Bruce Lee commented "Well of all the things to forget, that's probably
the safest!" I hooked up the igniter and we all walked back to the LCO desk.

Well, this was it...the moment of truth was upon us. I set my camera up on my tripod
and framed it to catch the rocket about forty-fifty feet off the pad. I decided not to
look through the viewfinder but just to rely on reflexes and timing to hit the button at
the right moment. Charles got ready with the cam-
corder as the LCO announced my flight. "On pad 1 we
have Ben Jarvis from Tripoli England" I was shaking
so hard I wondered if I'd be able to operate the
camera. Transient Glory sat on the pad just a couple
of hundred feet away in the shimmering desert heat.
"The rocket's name is Transient Glory, it's going up
on a Kosdon M2240 and if successful this will be the
first ever non-US level 3 cert flight." it slowly began
to sink in what I was about to do.
"Five...Four...Three...Two...One ...Launch!"

A flame flickered under the rockets tail for a split
second then with an unbelievable roar Transient Glory
screamed in to the sky as straight as an arrow trailing
over six feet of bright yellow flame. The roar tailed
off  after two short seconds and the white trail of the
delay grain drew a perfect white line across the deep
blue sky. I watched as the trail began to arc over
through apogee. I counted up the delay on to the
predicted apogee… "Come on baby....come on
baby...you know you're gonna deploy" I said quietly
as the trail began to slowly descend "the apogee
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'There is a crater in some foreign field that
is...forever England' Charles' 'Ghost' rocket
met it's demise in spectacular fashion at the
'BALLS' event when the 'Warp Nine' rocket
motor he was demoing failed to eject his
parachute.

charge has failed" I said as the white trail was now clearly coming back down. No
more than two seconds later the trail ended abruptly with a burst of white, a flicker of
orange emerged from the tiny cloud and the trail began to track sideways. "You have
a chute" shouted a spectator "Tracking confirms it looks out and good" announced the
LCO. I almost collapsed.

Charles and I patted each other on the back and I breathed a huge sigh of relief. The
tiny orange dot appeared to be hardly moving. Charles went to get in the car but I
said, "There's no need, it'll be up there for ages!" I was right. The rocket stayed up for
over five minutes. The orange dot became slowly larger and larger. As I filmed it
descending the was a sudden puff of white smoke "There goes the 2000ft charge!" I
shouted. The rocket seemed to be coming straight back to the pad. It descended
almost vertically until it reached about a thousand feet up then it began to slowly drift
down range. I walked out in the direction of where it was going to land filming it as I
went. As it approached the ground it didn't seem to be descending very quickly. It
touched down softly about two hundred feet ahead of me. I ran to go and check that it
was Ok.

The moment I got there I saw that there was a fracture in the fibreglass nose cone. It
wasn't structurally serious but it had
flaked a big line of paint off the
nose. Having never flown on terrain
like this before it became obvious to
me that parachutes that are fine on
rockets at grass sites  need to be
much bigger for hard deserts. Other
than that the rocket was in perfect
condition. I shielded the IAX's
flashing LED from the sun and
filmed the flashes. First the speed,
745mph, slower than the predicted
Mach1.2. then the acceleration, then
the altitude, my computer
simulation had predicted 14,000ft,
the accelerometer recorded
14,006ft, not bad accuracy I
thought. Not only did this flight
mark my level 3 but it was also the
highest verified altitude ever
attained by a UK built non-
professional rocket.

I walked happily back to the range
head and put the rocket back in it's
cradle. Charles wanted to make one
more flight at the event and so he
had acquired an H450-W9 reload
from Ken Finwall which he was
going to demo in 'Ghost'. Ken
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warned Charles that on a number of other Warp-9 demo flights the delay grain had
been extinguished by the sudden vacuum as the propellant burnt out. Charles decided
to risk it and fly the motor anyway. Ghost shot off the pad like a bullet with an 80-1
thrust to weight ratio. The moment it burnt out it was obvious there was no smoke
trail coming from the rocket. "You're delay's gone out" I Said...Charles groaned.
There was nothing to do but watch and wait for the inevitable. The rocket accelerated
back toward the ground "That's gonna hurt" announced the LCO just before the rocket
impacted. Ghost met it's demise in a spectacular shower of debris about a hundred feet
downrange.

The last flight before we left for Bruno's was by Paul Robinson and crew and was the
flight we'd all been waiting for. It was an 8" fibreglass rocket about 14ft tall loaded
with three 3" full 'M' motors using Paul's new 'Skid-Mark' propellant. The rocket was
set-up on one of the center pads and a major 'heads-up' warning was given to the
crowd. The LCO gave a five count and hit the button. What happened next is still
somewhat of a blur. A trickle of smoke from one of the three engines, then a sound I
can only describe as being like a thousand people screaming in a thunderstorm and the
huge rocket shot off the pad spewing a thirty foot trail of fire and sparks. It arced over
the crowd at about a thousand feet, performed a loop the loop then continued in a
parabolic arc impacting about 700ft up-range. silence fell over the crowd...."If anyone
needs to use the rest rooms they'll be going shortly so please use them now" the LCO
announced jovially. Apparently only two of the three engines lit and one of them lit
slightly before the other.

Back at Bruno's we we're soon packed and ready for our departure the following
morning. I ring my parents from the pay phone on Bruno's driveway and let them
know that the flight was successful. Later I get to have the steak that I promised
myself if the cert flight worked.

Tuesday 4th August.....from Black-Rock to Bonneville.

After a lazy morning we head out to Guru Road, a trip I promised myself I'd make
before leaving the for Bonneville. Guru rd, like Black Rock is one of those things that
really needs to be experienced and can't properly be described in words. It’s a whole
area of scrub land along an old dirt track belonging to a wrinkled old guy named
‘Dooby’ who’s lived by the desert his whole life. The area is strewn with hundreds of
sculptures and monuments made from the rocks and wood of the local area and a few
bits of junk, painted and carved with words of wisdom, created entirely by Dooby
over a lifetime of work, it’s a magical place. After shooting some photos and video we
decide to head out for LDRS. We drive out from Gerlach about 11:00 am. Mid
afternoon we stop off to pick up some food. We had originally planned to stop at a
motel for the night and split the trip over two days but Charles said he'd rather get it
finished today, especially as we'd been invited to attend the Tripoli board meeting the
following day.

We hit Wendover about 6:00pm and instantly head to the wrong motel. The
Silversmith reception staff kindly tell us that we should be over the road so off we go
to the Stateline where we do in fact have a room.
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One of the thousand plus rockets that took to the
skies at LDRS 17. The structure in the
foreground is the raised LCO / registration
tower.

Wednesday 5th August.

Sitting in on the Tripoli board meeting was an interesting experience, we felt
privileged to have been allowed in there, getting to see the nitty-gritty and the real
work that goes on behind the association. It's easy to take it for granted that the whole
thing just keeps on running, being in that meeting certainly opened my eyes to the
amount of personal effort that is put in to keeping it all going by the board members,
the motor testing crew etc….it was just like a UKRA council meeting in fact!

The rest of the day Charles and I just chilled out and took a rest from rockets for a
short while but Charles was now entering the stage I'd been through four days earlier
when it was finally dawning on him that he was actually about to launch his level 3
project and he was feeling the stress.

Thursday 6th August.

There was me thinking that
Bonneville would be a bit of a
let-down after Black Rock...boy
was I wrong!!!! If anything it
looked even bigger than Black
Rock. We pulled up on the end
of the already huge flight-line in
the middle of the fliers briefing
and headed for the Black Sky
Research tent where we set up
shop alongside Scott and his
kids.

We met up with Abdul Mannan,
a fellow Brit. and previous
UKRA council member who
has been working for CP
technologies in Wyoming and
was out at LDRS to watch the
rest of us burn AP. After a short
while the flying started and
within an hour it was fast and
furious. The ground crew
seemed to be having terrible
trouble with the computer
controlled launch control
system, I think side bets were
being taken on whether any
given rocket would actually
light at about 50/50....the flight line was growing longer and longer but a steady flow
of rockets were successfully making it in to the skies.
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Charles stands with 'Pyrogenesis' just
before his successful certification
flight.

Charles spent most of the first day prepping 'Pyrogenesis' while I tried for another
flight of 'Ike'...this time an H180
provided power for the little blue rocket,
unfortunately this proved a bit too much
for it and a brief spell of skywriting
marked the end of the little guy, the
baby had been kicked a little to hard.
Perhaps it should have been named after
Kenny instead? I spent the rest of the
day checking out the vendors for a new
kit to buy with the aim of putting it
together and flying it at the event. I
really wanted a LOC Magnum but no
one seemed to have one.

As the end of the day drew near Charles
was getting worried about flying before
the waiver expired...the LCO gave
regular announcements as the end of
flying drew near. Finally with less than
twenty minutes to spare Charles carried
the 30lb rocket to the check-in desk and
was assigned the Pro-pad out in the
middle of the range. As we walked out
to the pad, through the now almost
empty range, the seconds ticking away
the LCO began playing 'The final
Countdown' over the PA system...very
appropriate I thought. Charles sets the
rocket up as quickly as he can and
climbs on my shoulders to arm the
electronics. With minutes to spare we
run back to the LCO tower, I have just

time to grab the camcorder but not the stills camera, the countdown comes...a trickle
of smoke...WHAM!!!!!!!!!!! The big metal rocket screams off the rail to a similarly
loud roar of approval from the crowd. Again the white line prescribes a tiny arc
almost three miles above the range as the rocket decelerates from it's supersonic joy-
ride. Charles too is getting scared as the line begins to turn back towards the ground,
having been there I try and convince Charles it'll be just fine...then, a puff of white,
the line stops......Charles' huge white home-made parachute drifts lazily out of the
smoke cloud...Charles screams with delight. Two for two...not bad I'd say....not bad at
all.

We watch the rocket drift slowly down range, slower even than my descent. The
rocket touches down a few minutes later about half a mile down range. We drive out
to collect the rocket...it's in perfect condition, not so much as a scratch. Charles packs
the parachute while I burn my hand on the end of the motor casing, nice one Ben.
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Charles' flight wasn't quite as high, just over 13,000ft but it did break the sound
barrier, reaching almost 800mph. After reviewing the data from both IAX's it seems
that my motor burnt for three seconds while Charles' burnt for only two, this
difference in the thrust curve is probably the reason for the different maximum
velocities.

Friday 7th August.

Charles and I can both relax now and enjoy the event. Friday we spent both out
looking for a kit to build as we now had nothing left to fly. Charles got a PML
Pterodactyl JR and I got a LOC Syonic, the closest I could get to a Magnum. Flights
of every size and shape were thundering skyward the whole time. I walked around
taking photos of some of the big projects people had out on display. Brian Weiss'
huge 12” diameter Saturn V looked awesome, I remember the first time it was brought
up to the flight line Charles and I both had doubts about the effectiveness of those tiny
plastic stabilising fins, we hoped we were wrong.

I spoke to Bruce Lee and Ky about their 1/1 scale model of Ky's CSXT space rocket
and shot some more photos. By mid afternoon the sky was getting increasingly dark
and distant thunder could be heard over the mountains. After a short while lightning
forks were visible over the Northern mountain range and after the spectacular flight of
the ‘M’ powered 'Maxi-Alpha' the launch operations were stopped for the day.

Charles and I retired to Wendover to grab a burger then head back to the Motel to get
building our new rocket kits. Sitting in the restaurant it was obvious that the storm
was getting worse. The thunder became almost deafening and the strikes were getting
just a little too close, we headed back to the Stateline before the rain hit. We both
spent a good time building our new rockets that evening. The Syonic went together
great, I modified it quite heavily installing a Timer 2B behind a removable access
panel in the booster and giving it an anti-zipper recovery system. Not bad for an
evenings work.

That evening Charles headed for the 'Mini Vegas' that adorned the ground floor of the
hotel while I decided to indulge one of my other passions besides rocketry, storm
photography, and tried to get some shots of the four thunder storms that were now
encircling Wendover.

The rocky hill behind the hotel pool provided an awesome view out across the town
and the desert in the distance, Despite being attacked by a crow sized bat who’s cave I
got a bit close to I managed to shoot some nice lightning shots but I could have done
with a better flash to capture the foreground than the pathetic one on my camera.

Saturday 8th August.

Oh boy, those 'pretty' storms had brought havoc and chaos to the range head. All those
who were unlucky enough to leave their shelters up over night returned to find that
mother nature had kindly returned them to kit form. After helping Scott put his shelter
back up we both did some rapid paint jobs on our new rockets. I sprayed a quick coat
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An Unknown rocket tears in to the sky at LDRS
on a White Lightning motor.

of primer and some silver and red on to the Syonic and headed to Mike at Dr Rocket
to pick up some of the other reloads I'd ordered.

Charles primered his Pterodactyl JR and loaded her up with an I211W for her maiden
flight. I decided to be a little more scary and opted for a K185W in the Syonic with
timer back-up ejection. After what seemed like twenty attempts to get that darn 'K' to
light with about five different igniters the Syonic finally took to the skies on that
lovely long burn motor. Perfect recovery from about 4000ft made my day. Charles
was a little less lucky with his rocket. After a perfect, if a little off-vertical boost and
good recovery he found that the airframe had been zippered almost all the way back to
the top of the motor mount.

One of the nice things about going to LDRS was seeing projects that I had heard
about over the internet and meeting people I had only ever spoken to by e-mail. One
such project was 'Pinky and the Brain', now that was a nice project. 'M' to 'M' two
stage, complete with video camera payload. We were all really saddened after a
perfect boost to see that rocket come apart at max-Q.

Sunday  9th August.......The last
day.

As we were driving out across
the salt flats on Sunday morning
we could see the smoke trails of
rockets lifting off in the
distance. As we got to within
about half a mile of the range
we saw something really big
take off...a hundred or so feet
up it suddenly went in to an arc
and began spinning wildly
across the sky. I said to Charles
"I've got $10 says that was the
Saturn V". Unfortunately I was
right, this hobby can really be
cruel sometimes.

Sunday was 'Small BALLS', the
mini experimental launch, this
should be fun. I was really
disappointed, as were a lot of
the other flyers and spectators
that I missed most of the really
big projects going up because
we weren't even told that there
were away cells behind us and
to the right and we were given
virtually no warning other than
a countdown when something
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big was about to go up. The first we knew about their existence was when the first of
the really big rockets tore in to the sky behind us.

I think the real star of the show on the last day was the new Green Gorilla propellant
that Kosden East were demoing. Much like the red flame motors the intensity of the
colour in these flames just doesn't seem to be captured very well by still cameras.
Believe me though, they are VERY green!

Charles decided that he was done flying so I flew the flag for the good old UK on the
last day. The Syonic was just begging to go up on an experimental motor and Paul
Robinson was the man to provide it. He had a couple of 'J550 GG' 38mm reloads
which he was looking to demo. These plugged Green Gorilla motors were sure to be
crowd pleasers and my rocket's timer ejection system meant it would be an excellent
candidate for one of these little beauties.

Paul prepared the motor and we filled out the flight card. I set the timer to give a delay
of about eight seconds after burn out. The rocket tore off the rail with that 'Kryptonite'
green flame behind it, it didn't go very high.....not very high at all....the rocket arced
over and began to return, then 'pop' out came the chute and we breathed a sigh of
relief, perhaps a five second delay would have been better?!

Well that was it. The launch was drawing to a close. Before the end of the event our
fellow Europeans, Juerg Thuring and Rolf Orell both made their level 3 flights.
Juerg's highly modified PML 1/2 scale Patriot was just beautiful. His home made two
stage deployment system was one of the most well made bits of hardware I've ever
seen on an HPR vehicle. It made a gorgeous flight on an AeroTech M1419W landing

Scott Bartell and his two children pose with Charles, Ben, Juerg
Thuring and Rolf Orell..the European presence at LDRS. All four
Europeans successfully gained Level 3.
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safely about a mile and a half downrange. Rolf managed to put his rocket, a Black
Sky 'Optimal 150' together almost entirely at the launch. it too made a great flight on
an M1419W and on his third attempt Rolf was rewarded with a successful recovery.
As Rolf's rocket touched down LDRS 17 officially came to a close. There was a real
sense of sadness as people packed up their equipment and the crowds slowly
dwindled, the rocketeers of Tripoli  headed back off the salt flats and headed their
own ways, back across the US and even back across the Atlantic...until next year at
least. Charles and I headed out the next morning. We drove to Salt Lake City where
we caught an internal flight back to St Louis before boarding our flight back to the
UK.

So that was that....Tired and exhausted we finally arrived back in the UK...we'd done
it, we'd been to BALLS, LDRS, Level 3, the burning, dusty wastes of hell and
back...and lived to tell the tale. Without a doubt this will be a trip neither Charles nor I
will ever forget. A level 3 project is always an expensive and difficult
undertaking...having to travel halfway round the World to do it just adds to the
adventure.

We came, we saw, we flew some rockets, we got sunburnt, we came home again, but
it was more than that. Coming out to BALLS and LDRS there was a real sense of
family. We were made to feel welcome among fellow hobbyists from another country
who had never met us before, and that's something special. Without the help of all the
great people of Tripoli we just wouldn't have got those level 3 certificates signed.
Rocketeers really are a great breed of people.

We achieved our goals and I accomplished on of my dreams but the story certainly
won't end there. Before we had even left LDRS we had decided that we WOULD be
back. LDRS 2000...we'll be there, and this time we're taking reinforcements...and
bigger rockets.....MUCH bigger rockets!

Rocketry Contacts and Flying Dates
By Liz and Mark Perman

All dates are subject to confirmation with the relevant clubs, please check prior to
attending.  Please let us know about others and we will include them.  Also if your
details are listed below please let us have the Main Contact, Flying Dates and
Information for inclusion in the next issue.

One of the most commonly asked questions by members and people enquiring about
model rocket flying in the UK is “where is my nearest club/rocket contact”.
Obviously we have member’s details but we do not give them out without permission.
As a way of increasing contacts within the hobby UKRA is publishing a list of
individual contacts. If you are prepared to let your details be published do let Hugh
Gemmell know via the UKRA PO box address.

AspireSpace
http://www.gbnet.net/orgs/aspire/

BIS (British Interplanetary Society)
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Main Contact: General Enquiries
27/29 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1SZ

BNSC (British National Space Centre)
http://www.open.gov.uk/bnsc/bnschome
Main Contact: General Enquiries
Tel: 0171 2150807

The British National Space Centre is Britain's 'space agency'. Formed in 1985, it is a
partnership, advising and acting for its partners - Government departments and
Research Councils - to focus Britain's civil space activities. Its mission is to help win
for Britain the best possible economic, scientific and social returns from national and
international activities in space. BNSC's partners provide the funding for UK civil
space activities. That funding, currently around £200 million every year, is spent 50%
Earth observation, 26% Space science, 12% Satellite communications, 3%
Technology and transportation, with the balance to administration, education and
awareness. Overall, two-thirds of UK space spending is devoted to European Space
Agency (ESA) programmes, and one third to our national programmes.

BNSC has some 40 staff working in policy teams at the London headquarters near
Victoria in London, and a number of researchers at partner sites around the UK. These
R&D teams are based at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (the Central Laboratory of
the Research Councils) near Didcot in Oxfordshire; the Remote Sensing Applications
Development Unit, in Cambridgeshire and in Southampton; and the Defence
Evaluation Research Agency, at Farnborough in Hampshire and elsewhere.

BNSC works closely with Europe in space (through the European Space Agency, its
programmes and its research centres) in order to optimise our share of space activity,
and cultivates links with other space-active countries, such as the USA, Japan, Russia,
China, Canada and India.

British National Space Centre, Telephone: +44 (0)171 215 0806/7
151 Buckingham Palace Road, Facsimile: +44 (0) 171 215 0936
London SW1 W 9SS

British Space Modelling Alliance

Main Contact: Stuart Lodge
E-mail: loggi.interspace@lodge28.freeserve.co.uk

 The BSMA is the BMFA specialist body for space modelling

DCS (The Discovery Space Club)

Main Contact: Robert Law
Phone: 01505 815100.

 The DSC formed in 1987 to inform public interest in astronautics and to monitor
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space activities makes extensive use of information and satellite technology and
participates in on-line conferences with NASA during Space Shuttle launches.  DSC
members have visited the Kennedy Space Centre and Cape Canaveral, witnessing
'Shuttle and other rocket launches, and have regular contacts with local space support
and media organisations there.  Further visits are planned.  Although primarily a
"space watch" group the DSC does carry out occasional model rocket flying activities
(sometimes in association with STAAR Research).

EARS (East Anglian Rocketry Society)
http://www.btinternet.com/~steve/EARS

Contact: Steve Randall, 47 Western Ave., Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP11 9SL
Tel: 01394 274579
Email: steve@btinternet.com

EARS will start flying at a site near Cambridge in the next few months. Please let us
know if you are interested. The above contact information is provided until more
permanent arrangements can be made.

ERA (Eastern Rocketry Association)
http://www.jcsoftware.freeserve.co.uk/era

ERA is an association of enthusiasts aiming to promote and develop rocketry by
organising workshops and displays, putting people in touch with suppliers and clubs,
finding new launch sites and generally just helping people to get the most from this
exciting sport.

H.A.R.T. (Hornchurch Airfield Rocket Team)
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/hart_rockets/

KRC (Kent Rocket Club)
http://www.btinternet.com-~y2ksoftware

LARCS (Lincolnshire Association of Rocket Clubs)

MARS (Middlesex Advanced Rocketry Society)
http://www.mars.org.uk/

MARS, or the 'MARS Advanced Rocketry Society' to give it its full name, is the UK's
longest running and, some may say, most successful amateur and high power rocketry
group. MARS was originally founded as a small group of 'model rocket' flyers in
North West London launching small kit rockets from local parks. Over it's nine year
history MARS has grown in to a National group of rocketeers committed to pushing
the limits of non-professional rocketry, developing new rocketry technologies,
breaking records and above all having fun!

NSRG ( North Star Rocketry Group)
www.NorthStarRocketry.org.uk
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The North Star Rocketry Group is a lightly organised group of rocketeers from West
Yorkshire. We fly model rockets locally and attend events throughout the UK to
launch high power rockets. Our local launch site is on Baildon Moor, in West
Yorkshire. Launch dates, launch reports, photos and links will appear on the web site
soon.

Contact: Darren J Longhorn: darrenlonghorn@geocities.com

North West Rockets
E-mail DATSCOPE@aol.com

North West Rockets are a small informal group of rocketry nuts who do it for fun! We
are not out to break any records but do like to make rockets and fly em. As yet we do
not have a site but participate in events across the country from Scotland to Southern
England. Future aims are to have our own site. Speciality are upscale kits, cameras in
rockets, home-made electronics and the like.....ANYBODY WELCOME TO GET
INVOLVED!

PRS (The Paisley Rocketeers' Society)

Main Contact: John D. Stewart
PRS Honorary Secretary, 15 Bushes Avenue, Paisley, PA2 6JR, Scotland, UK.
Tel: 0141 884 2008.

The PRS, founded in 1936, was one of several pioneering amateur groups formed
around the world during the 1920's and ‘30’s, which took the first practical steps
towards reaching space by rocket.  Prior to WWII the PRS conducted some 85 flights
encompassing research in rocket aerodynamics, thrust improvement and recovery
methods.  They also achieved the world's first stabilised 3-stage rocket flight, and
pioneered camera-carrying rockets.  Since 1965 the PRS has concentrated on the
development of "Aquajet" rocketry, i.e. reaction propulsion by water and air pressure.

SERF’s (Southern England Rocket Flyers)
http://www.serfs.co.uk/

SRA (Sheffield Rocketry Association)
http://www.cruiserd.demon.co.uk

S.T.A.A.R. Research
(Space Technology Applications, Astronomy and Rocket Research)
http://www.gbnet.net/orgs/staar/

Main Flying Date:
2000 Flying event: International Rocket Week Monday 21st August to Monday 28th

August inclusive.

Main Contact: John Bonsor
l5 Smith Avenue, Longbar, Glengarnock, Ayrshire, KA14 3BN, Scotland, UK.
Or C/o Bobby Wark of ScotRoc.  E-mail: bob@scotroc.force9.co.uk
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STAAR Research, formed 1989 in Ayrshire, Scotland, has three main strands to its
model and high power/amateur rocketry programme: -

• Public and educational rocketry through the "Rockets To Go!" and "Rockets
Masterclass" workshops.

• Scale flight research applications, particularly on the Waverider aerospaceplane
concept.

• Organisation and development of the annual International Rocket Weekend [since
1992 (formerly the Scottish Rocket Weekend/1986 to 1991)], expanded to the
"International Space & Rocketry Week" from 1998.

Thrust Flying Club
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/thrust_for_space

2000 Flying dates:
Confirmed dates, March 19th, April 16th, May 28th, June 2nd - 4th, Sept 17th, Oct 8th,
Nov 19th.

Provisional dates, check back July 16th, Dec 3rd.

Main Contact: Mike Williams
Tel: 01283 533848
100306.20@compuserve.com

Thrust has been in operation since 1997 and has an average group size of 20 people.
All level of flyers are welcome with the range being certified up to J Class.

UKRA (United Kingdom Rocketry Association)
http://www.ukra.org.uk/index.html

Main Flying Date:
2000 Flying event: Friday 2nd to Sunday 4th June 2000 at Garlands Shooting Ground,
Tamworth (Home of Thrust Rocket Club)

Main Contacts: Hugh Gemmell (Membership Secretary) Hugh@cruiserd.demon.co.uk
Liz Perman (Secretary) Liz.mark@virgin.net

West Lancs Rocketry Society web site is at:-
http://www.wlrs.org.uk

We currently have 5 members of the West Lancs Rocketry society and are based in
the design and technology Dept in Edge Hill College in Ormskirk.

We hold meetings roughly once a month, although it really depends on the weather.
We have facilities to use CNC machinery to produce fibreglass fins, centring rings
and fin alignment jigs. We can also manufacture Vinyl Decals of virtually any size, so
we can offer this facility to UKRA members providing they pay for the materials. At
the moment we charge a subscription fee of £5 so that we can cover the costs of
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producing our Quarterly newsletter, and left over cash gets put in a Kitty for our
group projects etc.
Contact e-mail address is:- club@wlrs.org.uk
Rob O'Brien

UKRA Rocket Contacts

Hugh Gemmell, Sheffield, Hugh@cruiserd.demon.co.uk

Bob Arnott, Cambridgeshire, Bobar@ocston.org

Dave Thompson, Liverpool, DATSCOPE@aol.com

Darren Longhorn, Leeds, Darrenlonghorn@geocities.com

Rick Newlands, Sussex, Rnewlands@aol.com

Richard Osbourne, London, Richard@cyberthinc.demon.co.uk

Charles Simpson, Lincolnshire, Chas@helix.ukf.net

Michael Williams, Staffs, Lawn_dart@yahoo.com

Bobby Wark, Ayrshire, bob@scotroc.force9.co.uk

Mark Perman, Worcestershire, liz.mark@virgin.net
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International Rocket
Week 2000

Kelburn Country Centre
Largs Ayrshire

August the 21st - 28th

Open Experimental Flying 1/2A to K Possibly M Class
Competition Flying

Aquajet Flying
Talks

Social Events
Camping On Site

Quality Food On Site
Family Entertainment On Site

Local Hotel & B/B Accommodation
Local Attractions Including Viking Festival

Contact: John Bonsor, 15 Smith Avenue, Longbar, Glengarnock
Ayrshire, Scotland, KA14 3BN

Further Information: http://www.gbnet.net/orgs/staar
http://www.scotroc.force9.co.uk/largs/
E-mail largs@ecosse.net
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Pete’s Rockets
Thrusting into the 21st Century
We would like to thank all our customers and wish everyone a

happy New Year and a great new Millennium.

We will have available a large increase in the range of products that we
carry.

These will include the G-Wiz altimeters both in the LC and LC Deluxe
versions.

The new SafeEject ejection charge housings.
(These are completely sealed at the rear and use an electric match)

A completely new range of military and sounding rockets.

Look out for the arrival of our Webbsite:
WWW.Petesrockets.co.uk

We shall be manufacturing a range
of high performance 29mm
Fibreglass rockets, intended motor
range ‘F’ through to ‘I200’

Contact Pete’s Rockets
Davy@btinternet.com

Tel 01529 460279
Fax 01529 461483
Unit 1 Southview Buildings
Burton Rd
Heckington
Sleaford
Lincs NG34 9QS
Please phone if you wish to visit our shop over
the Xmas holiday Normally open 9-5 other times please call.


